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ABSTRACT
The study aimed to answer the question of how pedestrianisation can influence
walkability to increasing physical activity vitality and livability of urban spaces.
Therefore, after the theoretical understanding of the framework of the research, the
study will focus on experimental research on the Salamis rode of Famagusta to assess
the problems of walkability in the street to propose a sustainable and human friendly
solution for this area. The main aim of the research is to find what is the interrelation
between pedestrianisation in public urban spaces and walkability? Therefore, it
concludes that walkability as a part of pedestrianisation scheme will lead to increase
the quality of the urban environment by increasing safety and organization in urban
infra-instructors.
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1. Introduction
Due to increasing the vehicular traffic in the
contemporary urban spaces, it creates lots of
problems for its users. These problems effects on
the ability of walking in space by increasing noise
and decreasing safety in the environment. As a
result the vitality and livability of urban spaces will
decrease and people will also lose sense place
which is the result of unsustainability in spaces. This
research after a theoretical understanding of the
pedestrianisation and its relation with walkability
in urban spaces will introduce a model of
assessment
in
public
urban
spaces.
Consequently, the study will apply the model in
the context of Famagusta. The output of the
study will also be useful for urban designer and
architectures to understating the problems which
lack of walkability might appeared for its users the
fore it will propose long term and short term
proposal to increase walkability in urban spaces
and especially in Salamis Road of Famagusta.

2. Literature Review
2.1. The Role of Pedestrian Walkable Streets in
Urban Sustainable Development
Appleyard (1981) in his book "livable streets"
claims that streets should have social functions as
well as facility functions. Gehl (1987) discusses
about the appropriate planning of streets for
pedestrian by highlighting social activities.
Simpson (1988) believes that developing old city
centres might increase walkability and the quality
of urban spaces. in this regard, Bahreini (1998,
292) states that, Street related issues are selfgoverning subjects in new urbanism, as well as
safety, social aspects, attraction, pedestrians,
mixed land uses. Previously, cities were
recognised by its tall and huge building and
construction, but nowadays pedestrian streets
are the main streets to identify the identity and
characteristic of a city.
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Compensations of pedestrianized streets and
alleys presents the flexibility, exhilaration,
dynamism comfort, breezing, clarity, connection,
not using unsustainable energy resources,
reliability. Table 1 illustrates the role of

pedestrianisation in increasing the quality of
urban environment.

Table1. The role of pedestrianisation in increasing the quality of urban environment.

2.2 Walkability and Its Interrelation between
Quality of Urban Environment
Gehl (1996) defined social activity while two
people are together in one specific place. So the
purpose of being with each other might vary. The
meeting is somehow represent as a seed for
inclusive forms of social activities. This
construction
is
important
in
relate
to
pedestrianisation.
Even
if
the
physical
component and its organization does not have a
direct effect on the quality of urban environment
and intensity. By respecting to the outcomes of
pedestrianisation can affect the possibilities for
meeting, seeing, and hearing people.
Figure 1. The interrelation between walkability and quality if
physical environment based on Gehl, 1996.
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In this regard it is hypothesized in this research that
the quality of public urban spaces has direct
relation with walkability in urban spaces. It means
that in order to increase the amount of users in
urban spaces. The environment should fulfill
SHRSOH·V requirements by applying the principals
of pedestrianisation.

the streets. It means that the streets will just belong
to the pedestrians and only emergency service
vehicles will be allow to enter to Full time pedestrian
streets.

3. Pedestrianisation

Pedestrianisation is a process of closing streets to
vehicle traffic. It might be during certain hours or
permanently. - Pedestrianisation improves safety and
accessibility for pedestrians. From the other hand it
brings larger environmental, economic and social
benefits for its cities. It develops public health by
preparing a chances of physical activity over traffic
safety and active transport. Pedestrianisation by
decreasing traffic and the cars on the road helps to
decrease greenhouse gas. Therefore it mitigate
global climate change. Lastly, pedestrianisation help
to fosters businesses in small scale and economic
growth by considering cultural exchange and tourism.
By
combination
and
implementation
of
pedestrianisation in context of urban spaces it leads
to generate urban spaces that are sustainable and
liveable by refining quality of life for residents of
urban spaces.
3.1 Types of Pedestrianisation
There are different type and methods on the
pedestrianisation of urban spaces regarding to the
problem of the context and aim of the projects in
urban spaces the methods of applying one of them
might be different in different contexts:
A-Full time pedestrian streets
In this method of design of streets for urban spaces
the main aim in to increase and highlight the social
activity and livability of public urban spaces in sum
part of the city. Therefore, the method of design is
based on abandoning the vehicular traffic inside of

Figure 2. Full time pedestrian streets.

B- Part-time Pedestrian Streets
There are some pedestrian streets which are allow
for vehicles to come streets for one specific time. In
this kind of streets there is no parking spaces for cars
along the streets. But loading bays are obtainable.

Figure 3. Examples of Part-time Pedestrian Streets.

C- Traffic Calming Streets
The last type of streets regarding to pedestrianisation
designed to decrease the speed and dominance of
road vehicles. In this kind of streets there are no limits
for access of motor vehicles. But footpaths for
pedestrians extended and parking spaces are
reduced as much as possible. In these streets they are
using different methods and technique to slow down
the speed of cars by using diverse colors and road
textures to tell the drivers that they are in traffic
calming streets
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Figure 4. Examples of Traffic Calming Streets.

4. Why Pedestrianisation Is Required?
There might be a various reasons for applying
pedestrianisation principals in the context. As a
UHVXOW RI SHGHVWULDQLVDWLRQ SHGHVWULDQ·V VDIHW\ DQG
mobility will increase. Pedestrianisation also has
environmental effects by helping to reduce noise
and pollution by restricting access of vehicles. It
also increase walkability by increasing the quality
of urban environment. As a result of
pedestrianisation schemes in the urban context
safety and social activity might increase.as a
result, pedestrianisation might create an
enjoyable atmosphere that people can involve
in it from diverse cultural, social contexts. It also
effects on the quality of tourism. The study also
revealed that pedestrianisation can lead to
economical growing of a context.
Pedestrianisation is related to the pedestrian
facilities and in order to successfully design of it.
The designer should consider that human needs
are vary from different culture and background.
And the successful design should encompass all
of the requirements.
&RQVLGHULQJ 0DVORZ·V hierarchy of needs the
study developed a framework (figure5) which are
suitable to apply and interoperate in
pedestrianisation programs. Therefore the
program of pedestrianisation starts from the basic
physical requirements in urban spaces such as
the basic physical and structural requirements of
urban spaces. Then the pedestrianisation should
support and increase safety by decreasing
vehicular traffic and crime prevention in pubic
urban spaces. After the fuilfiling the physical
needs in the pedestrianisation schemes the other
needs which the designer should focus is
socialization needs. It means that in the design
should be in a way that people easily interacts
with each other and also it should prepare a
chance of self-actualization.

Figure 5. The hierarchy of human needs regarding to
walkability (Developed by Author).

Accordingly, Sobri and Sulaiman (2004) believes
that participation of a large community with the
body of local institution can be able to create
more pedestrian friendly, responsive environment
with high quality therefore it reveals the
significance
of
pedestrian
activities
in
environmental configuration. In this regard,
Qualitative assessment of Pedestrian Flow are
possible by A) Ability to walk B) Freedom to pass.
C) Adjournment at signalized intersections. D)
Ability to cross a stream of pedestrians. E) Ability
to move without conflicts. F) Freedom to select a
desired speeds. As a result, the study proposed to
categorize
the
compensations
of
pedestrianisation in three main category:
4.1 Environmental Impacts of Pedestrianisation
Considering the effects of pedestrianisation on
physical objective environment it would be
possible to mention that decrease noise and air
pollution by reducing the number of vehicles
around
the
pedestrianized
area.
Pedestrianisation by preparing the opportunity to
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walk as one of the modes of transportation
without any need to oil, so pedestrianisation can
reduce fuel consumption as well.
Pedestrianisation also prepares opportunities for
additional planting areas and improving
landscaping and street furniture and as a result of
SHGHVWULDQLVDWLRQ LW·V SRVVLEOH WR FRQFOXGH WKDW LW
helps to create a better environment and
beautify the local streets.
4.2 Economic Impacts Pedestrianisation
Pedestrianisation by decreasing heavy motor
vehicle traffic leads to large economic saving in
term of air pollution and medical expenses due
to the healthy environment that urban
environment might prepares for its environment.
With less car traffic and fewer pollution once
pedestrianisation, there are often a discount in
prices incurred. Consequently, the less air
pollution will lead to the less interrelated medical
costs. From the other hand by increasing the
number of people which come to use of the
spaces due to the opportunity which
pedestrianisation prepares by walkability will
increase retails income in that area. From the
other hand the role of rental income and
occupancy rate will also increase. In
pedestrianized spaces people will welcome food
retails and coffee shops. From the other hand the
pedestrianized streets are also welcome to
tourists to come and enjoy the quality and
potential that the environment might propose for
its users.
4.3 Social Impacts of Pedestrianisation
The application of the rules and principals of
pedestrianisation might have a number of social
impacts. Firstly it increase walkability. As a result of
walkability people will have the opportunity of
social interaction with each other it will help them
to be familiar with people and culture around
WKHP ´3HGHVWULDQL]HG VWUHHWV LQ PDQ\ FLWLHV DOVR
served as cultural and entertainment plazas
where people meet and greet not only during
ordinary days but also during holidays and festive
seasons as well. Free of vehicle Traffic Street, in
many cases by landscaping, street furniture and
sidewalks, help to create a comfortable
environment for people to engage them in
YDULRXV VRFLDO DFWLYLWLHV µ ,UDQPDQHVK
Pedestrianisation can also by increasing
separation vehicles from peoples lead to the
safety in urban spaces.

5.
Walkability
and
its
Relation
with
Pedestrianisation
Walkability is a quantity of how friendly an area is
to walk in that environment (?). Walkability has
many economic, health, and environmental and
benefits. Factors which effects on walkability
contain traffic and road conditions, sidewalks or
other
pedestrian
right-of-ways,
building
accessibility, and safety, land use patterns and
quality of footpaths . Walkability which is one of
the strategies of pedestrianisation prepare many
community and individual health benefits. As an
example the chances for increasing social
interaction by increasing the number of friends in
social environment. From the other hand, since,
more people watching and walking over street it
will reduced crime. Consequently, Walkability will
lead to increased volunteerism and increased
VHQVH RI SULGH ´:DONDELOLW\ KDV DOVR EHHQ IRXQG
to have many economic benefits, including
accessibility, cost savings both to individuals and
to the public, increased efficiency of land use,
increased liveability, economic benefits from
improved public health, and economic
GHYHORSPHQW DPRQJ RWKHUV µ 5HIDDW DQG
Kafafy 2014).
Considering the definition of "walkability" in the
dictionary of Merriam Webster Which refers to
VXLWDELOLW\ IRU ZDONLQJµ it prepares easily walking
to different places.in this regard, Abley &
Turner(2011) believes that the environmental
configuration can prepare the main role in the
FUHDWLQJ DQ VXLWDEOH VWDWXV IRU ZDONLQJµ .
Consequently, based on MARC report (1998)
"Walkability is the quality of walking conditions
and the degree to which the built environment
encourages walking by providing pedestrians a
safe, comfortable, convenient and appealing
travel corridor"
To be able to assess the interrelation between
ZDONDELOLW\ DQG SHGHVWULDQLVDWLRQ LW·V QHFHVVDU\ WR
mention that walkability is part of strategy for
pedestrianisation
of
the
environment.
Pedestrianisation
strategy
needs
the
concentration of different dimension of urban
design from social, economic, environmental
and morphological dimension. So it looks a kind
of master plan which needs to assess and
evaluate the context before applying in the
context. From the other hand, according to the
definition in previous paragraphs walkability is
qualitative assessment of the environments to
assess how pedestrianisation is successful in urban
environment.in the following figure 4 you may see
some
successful
examples
of
applying
pedestrianisation principals in urban context.
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Pedestrianisation increase the quality of urban
environment.

Figure 6. Examples of applying pedestrianisation principals in urban spaces.

6. Concepts for Improving Walkability:
The study on NZTA (2009) on the principals of
improving the pedestrian environment reveals
four main classification in this literature which are
highly effects of the applied context. These
potentials are A) shared zones and sharing the
main street Living streets, pedestrian precincts.
Below paragraphs explains these concepts in
detail. Understanding the component of each
classification will help to comprehend the diverse
ways and methods for improving the walkable
urban spaces.
Living streets
The idea of living streets (LS) refers to the fact that
Streets must designed with community and living
interface. It objectives of LS is to create an
increase the quality of life and urban
environment by creating a balance between
pedestrians and cyclists with cars, residents,
businesses. Therefore LS will lead to greater rage
of street and community activity.
LS may include:

A) Designing soft and hard landscape area. B)
Methods of Traffic-calming. C) Designing places
for social activity which are inclusive for all range
of peoples. D) Designing with the purpose of
mixed activities. E) Designing public art, and
essential requirements of street infra-instructors. F)
Increasing infrastructures of lightening in the night
time. In theory the idea of LS can be applicable
to any other streets. Therefore there is always a
solution for designing a livable streets.
Pedestrian precincts (PP)
Approximately all pedestrian places designed in
such a way that to limit the access of vehicles to
the pedestrianized area. There are four type of PP
which are:
A. Using of alleys and lanes.
B. Modified PP which in this case one block is
locked for only pedestrian use.
C. cross-streets and several blocks are closed.
D. Plaza

Figure 7. Examples for strategy Pedestrian precincts (PP) streets.

The strategy of PP are most helpful if we had a
high number of pedestrian and/or vehicle
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conflicts, heavy pedestrian activity, retail or
mixed development. Therefore, the access
should design in such way that to emergency
services.
Shared Zones
Shared zone (SZ) is a method to apply and
regenerate Living Street in the streets which
entering the vehicles to the area are inevitable.in
this regard the will be specific restrictions for
vehicels wile enterin shared Zones such as speed
limits.

´6KDUHG ]RQHV are most suitable for streets and
compact areas with a low demand for through
traffic movement. Their maximum size is restricted
by the need to maintain response times for
emergency services and to limit the extent of
roadway that must be negotiated at low speeds
E\ PRWRULVWV DFFHVVLQJ WKHLU SURSHUWLHV µ *HUUDUG
2005). Figure 8 illustrates some examples of shares
zones in urban spaces.

Figure 8. Examples of shares zones in urban spaces.

Sharing the Main Street
Sharing the main streets refers to the idea of
peaceful coexistence of pedestrians and cars
next to each other. Therefore the design strategy
for main streets by considering the principals of
sharing the main streets refers to the Ida of
improving quality of street environment and
safety for all people (Grant, et all 2005). In this kind
of street there are some concern which needs to
consider while designing it:
A. Businesses should design in such a way that to
increase vitality and livability.
B .preparing a situation for pedestrian for crossing
safely.
C-there should be able of possibility for visitors of
street to park along the street.

D-there should be parking spaces for trucks for
loading and unloading.
E- Cyclists and Motorists needs to move safely
and slowly.

6. Case Study
Salamis rode of Famagusta selected as a case
study. Since the area has lots of problems
regarding
to
walkability
the
strategy
pedestrianisation is required to apply in the
context. In this regard, experimental research
method have been used as a methodology for
assessment of the problems regarding to
walkability.

Figure 9. The location of Salamis Street in Famagusta town.

The study realized that the streets and pedestrian
walkways are not in standard size and dimension.
In this regard the proportion of street organization

has different variety which increase the problem
of walkability in urban spaces (See Figure 10).
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Figure10. Various street proportions in Salamis Road.

Considering the theretical fraimwork of the
research the study investigate major physical
problems of Salamis road of Famagusta
regarding to walkability. Considering the
theoretical framework of the research the study
prepare 10 main question which asked from the
residence ans passenger of salamis road to assess

the level and quality of walkability in urban
spaces. The questioners distributed in the slalamis
rods between the pedestrians. Finally 81
questioners
collected
from
them.
The
average/mean of each question revealed in
Table 2.

Table 2. Problems regarding to Walkability in Salamis Road.

7. Discussion
Literature of pedestrianisation in public urban
spaces revealed that increasing the quality of
public urban spaces by respecting to the
0DVORZ·V KLHUDUFK RI QHHGV ZLll leads to increase
the
walkability
of
the
urban
spaces.
Pedestrianisation also can be as a good
methodology to increase walkability in the
context. Salamis road is a good example to show
that the lack of principals of pedestrianisation
might lead to catastrophic in the cities. The
experimental study have been conducted to
Salamis road of Famagusta by 10 questions
regarding to the problems of walkability. 90
percent of the respondents believes that the
major problem in the street is damaged
pavement materials and narrow sidewalk. Based

on the analysis of the question, they believes that
the street does not have a proper design. The
LGHD UHIHUV WR WKH IDFW WKDW WKH FLW\ GRHVQ·W KDYH
any specific master plan. Lack of public spaces is
also another problems which creates lots of
problems for its users by decreasing safety.
Existence of UN area are and the lack of
Enclosure in street environment leads also to the
main problems of walkability for its users.
7.1 Difficulties in Creating
Salamis Streets
As a discussion the study
Difficulties in Appling
pedestrianisation in the
Famagusta.

Walkable Streets in
revealed the main
the principals of
Salamis Road in
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Table 3. Difficulties in creating walkable streets in Tehran and proposed solutions.

Regarding to these problems in the city of
Famagusta which completely suffering from lack
of pedestrianized streets. It seems that there
should be some polices for increasing quality of
urban pedestrian streets.
Table 4. Polices for increasing quality of urban pedestrian streets.

Thesis policies theoretically developed. In order
to apply in the context there should also be a

methodological proposal to apply in the context.
The following table prepare a comprehensive
context for architecture and urban designer to
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use all of them to apply in the context. The
indicators and proposals developed based on
the literature review.
Table 5. Methodological proposal of designing pedestrian urban spaces with the focus of salamis road.

8. Conclusions
The main aim of pedestrian streets is to design
public spaces with high priority for pedestrians. In
pedestrianized streets vehicles entrance to the
area are abandoned. Therefore designing a
pedestrianize street will increase vitality and
livability of urban spaces. In the case of Salamis
Road which is suffering from lack of walkable
public urban spaces should reinforced with basic
urban
infrainsructurs
such
as
public
transportation, parking lots, urban furniture and
fixtures should also organized. The pedestrian

pathways should also linked and connect with
each other in such a way that easily usable for
disables as well.
The study conclude that increasing quality of
urban spaces and street connectivity and finally
applying al the principals of walkability will have
direct effect in increasing the walkability of urban
spaces.
The outcomes of this paper offers initial indication
WR KLJKOLJKW WKH PHDQLQJ RI ´,QFOXGLQJ VWUHHW
FRQQHFWLYLW\µ UHJDUGLQJ WR ZDONDELOLW\ RI XUEDQ
spaces. Therefore, the primary elements of
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walkability should support and organize in such a
way that to increase safety in urban spaces.
Regarding to the research question the study
highlighted the fact that walkability is the result of
pedestrianisation program. It means that
pedestrianisation considers broad area in urban
design from social to economical to find a
solution to increase the quality of urban
environment. As a result of increasing quality of
urban environment regarding to urban
infrastructure and furniture and fixtures,
walkability in urban spaces will increase.
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